If we assume that earthquakes are chaotic, and influenced locally then chaos theory suggests that there should be a temporal association between earthquakes in a local region that should be revealed with statistical examination. To date no strong relationship has been shown (refs not prediction). However, earthquakes are basically failures of structured material systems, and when multiple failure mechanisms are present, prediction of failure is strongly inhibited without first separating the mechanisms. Here we show that by separating earthquakes statistically, based on their central tensor moment structure, along lines first suggested by a separation into mechanisms according to depth of the earthquake, a strong indication of temporal association appears. We show this in earthquakes above 200 Km along the pacific ring of fire, with a positive association in time between earthquakes of the same statistical type and a negative association in time between earthquakes of different types. Whether this can reveal either useful mechanistic information to seismologists, or can result in useful forecasts remains to be seen.
A number of papers have suggested that earthquakes should be considered chaotic [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and chaos theory suggests that chaotic systems should admit short range statistical prediction [7, 8] . This contradicts the general results found in the literature of failed attempts at earthquake prediction [9] . However, from the standpoint of statistical reliability prediction this would make perfect sense if in attempting to predict earthquakes, we are trying to predict failures caused by multiple failure mechanisms without separating the mechanisms.
In 1990 Green and Burnley [10] noticed that very deep earth quakes must be failing from a very different mechanism. Below 100 to 200 kilometers the temperature and pressure are such that brittle fracture can not occur in the materials. Instead a mechanism of phase change in olivine was identified that resulted in an anti-cracking mechanism. Following this lead one of us took data from a central moment tensor data base [11, 12] and try to identify the variables in the data base which would best separate deep earthquakes (defined for our purposes as below 200Km) and shallow earthquakes (above 200 Km). This division was chosen because it looked like it would give a reasonable number of earthquakes in each class using a random forest approach [13] , 4 variables from the data base were identified. The 4 variables were the azimuth of each of the eigenvectors of the central moment tensor, and the plunge of the third eigenvector. To see if it was possible to simplify the separation, the means in deep and shallow earth quakes along these variables were found, and a vector was constructed using the difference. The earthquakes were projected on the vector. Fitting a simple empirical density plot to deep and shallow earthquakes separately resulted in a clear separation of the earthquakes into 4 distinct groups. The number in each group is shown in table 1 below, and a graph of a density fit (in r using default cross validated window calculations) is shown in figure 1 below on the left. The plot on the right shows a 3 dimensional scatter plot of the earthquakes with the base being latitude and longitude, while the z axis increases with depth in kilometers. The Green shows the shallow density, the red the deep, each density is calculated with respect to normalizing for the total.
Then using the classification based on splitting each population (shallow and deep) at the blue line, we spit the ring of fire in the pacific into 15 degree by 15 degree "squares" (longitude and latitude), and where both classes of shallow earthquakes existed, we divided time up into approximate 2 week intervals (26 per year) and checked for temporal association with earthquakes (of the same type of earthquake) in the next 2 week period, and did it again skipping a two week period. Everyplace more than 5 of both kinds of earthquakes appeared was checked, and a simple contingency table was built to check temporal independence (see statistical appendix) of the earthquakes within, and across type. We then applied false discovery rate [14] to the statistical tests in each region, and calculated the log odds ratio for each test that was identified as interesting by false discovery rate. The results are shown in figures 2 and 3 below. For control we also checked the test for independence of the shallow earthquakes when there was no attempt in separating them by type. The q-value for the false discovery rate was set at 0.01. An earthquake was counted only when it was larger than 3.05 in magnitude. What we see is separating the shallow earthquake classes into these two failure modes, results in a partition suggesting structure and interaction between faults in each region failing according to the two modes. In particular earthquakes of the same type are likely to follow one another, where as it is less likely that earthquakes of the different type will follow soon after (negative log odds ratio so negative temporal association). If these types can be connected to locations on faults, or perhaps to Relative temporal association fault lines, then perhaps a form of forecast based on this interaction can be developed. The interaction between different types suggests the potential for a mechanistic explanation which also may be useful. While what we are observing may simply be aftershocks, the temporal association between earthquakes of the same type, and anti-association between earthquakes of different type is much clearer.
Statistical appendix
The approach to checking temporal dependence was to divide time into distinct periods (respectively 26 per year "2-week periods" and 6 per year "2-month periods", in each 15-degree by 15-degree region around the circle of fire plus a little see figure A1 below. For each region examined statistically, the time from 1977 to 2010 was divided into equal time periods, 2 weeks or 2 months. For each type of shallow earthquake, a vector is created. The vector holds a 1 for the 2week period if any earthquakes of that type occur during the time period, and a 0 otherwise. For checking the temporal association, a 1 time period offsite is built into the vector (e.g. The first component is removed from 1 copy of the vector, and the last from a second). Call the vectors for failure mode 1 and 2 respectively and . For cross failure mode temporal association, it takes the form: Table A2 Sum(C*B)
The entries in the 2X2 tables are not statistically independent, so its not clear that the ordinary distributional properties apply to the natural chi-square statistic and log odds ratio one would create from the table. So instead the p-value of the chi-square statistic was evaluated by permuting each vector randomly and independently 10000 times and reevaluating the chi-square statistic. The P-values used in the FDR calculation are the proportion of these random permutations where the statistic exceeded that arising from the data. The distribution of the log-odds ratios is similarly suspect, so the portion of random log-odds ratios for each vector combination lying below that from the observed was recorded as well resulting in the 5 th plot in figures 2 and 3 in the main text. Caption A1: The regions included were 2,10 ,11,7,4,32,31,27,26,30, and 19. Each region was subdivided into 9 sub regions, and those sub regions where more than 5 shallow earthquakes of each of the two types were examined statistically.
As mentioned, the calculations were also done for 2 months ahead, and 2 months ahead, skipping 2 months with the plots shown below corresponding to figures 2 and 3 respectively in the main text. 
